GYM EQUIPMENT CONTROL DEVICES
Gym Command™ 7 System

The most sophisticated control system in the industry. The 7”
diagonal, high resolution, wide aspect ratio color touch screen
with LED backlighting creates a comfortable, easy-to-read control
panel in any lighting condition. Software displays highly intuitive
images on the screen for foolproof operation. Behind the screen,
Gym Command System 7 features powerful 1 megabyte ladder
logic memory and has built-in USB and flash drive ports, Ethernet
capabilities, expandable I/O and other features not found on other
gymnasium control systems. Programming is initially performed at
the factory according to customer specifications but can be reprogrammed using
a micro SD memory card that plugs directly into the controller. Entire UL rated controller
operates on 115 volt AC power and is housed in a durable metal wall mounted enclosure. Gym Command
System 7 is made in the USA to ensure future service and replacement compatibility allowing us to offer a
10-year limited warranty. Gym Command System 7 has all the horsepower that your facility will ever need.
This system requires 115 volt field hardwiring from central box to all control devices.

Gym Command II™ System

Control individual fold up backstops, fold up volleyball systems, motorized
divider curtains, retractable practice cages and rim height adjusters with this
programmable menu driven control system. The transflective LCD display is
approximately 2 ¼” diagonal. Programmable to allow individual device control
or simultaneous control in groups as desired. Control electronics are housed in a
durable enclosure and each installation includes an easy-to-read wall mounted
legend plate for dependable and safe operation. This system is hardwired and
requires 115 volt field wire runs from a central panel to each device mounted in
the ceiling. Made in the USA. Five-year limited warranty.

Gym Link™ Wireless System

A perfect high tech option for retrofit or new construction
installation, this wireless system reduces the requirement
to hardwire the controller to devices you intend to operate.
Choose hand held or wall mounted controller or select both
for dual operational capabilities. Both send a wireless signal to
receivers that are wired to the device motors with no additional
control cabling. Hand held is powered by one long life lithium
9 volt battery. The wall mounted controller is mounted in a
metal enclosure with a hinged door with ¼ turn coin lock
and operated on 115 volt AC power. Both hand held and wall mounted controllers have a field
programmable 4 digit security code to eliminate unwanted use. Gym Link can be programmed
to operate individual motorized gym devices including divider curtains, retractable bleachers,
fold up basketball and volleyball structure, rim height adjusters and virtually any motorized
gym accessory or programmed to operate clusters of devices with a single touch.
Signal will reach all desired devices in large, multiple court gym in most cases but a wireless
signal booster is available when the wireless signal has interference. Three-year limited warranty.

Goal Tender™ Wireless System

Control your basketball backstops, gym divider curtains, multipurpose practice cages or
electric rim height adjusters with these low cost hand held wireless transmitters. Each
device drive motor is wired with a programmable receiver with a three digit security
code. Operates up to 27 different devices with one hand held transmitter. Reduces costly
hardwiring of key switches. Good for retrofit application in the field. Call for details.

BA975CLKS Keyless Combination Wall Switch

Eliminate the hassle of lost, broken or inconvenient keys on traditional key switch gym
control systems. Three digit tumbler allows code to be changed to control unauthorized
operation. Use for new construction or to easily replace existing
key switches. Includes integrated molded cover plate in single or
multiple gang configurations. Single gang only.

BA975KS Key Switch

Traditional key operated switch. Up-Down labeled cover plates
available in 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 gang box options.
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